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JOHNSON VISITS VIETNAM

Kidney Swap Patient Dies

JETS BRAVE RAIN, BOMB MIG BASE

SAIGON, Vietnam (UPI)—U.S. warplanes and American troops made an unexpected drop on a Communist airbase in South Vietnam on a cold, wet and overcast day.

The U.S. air force, following repeated North Vietnamese attacks on American bases and supply lines, ordered the raid on the airfield near the town of Thai Binh.

The attack was in retaliation for an earlier raid by North Vietnamese planes on a U.S. base in the area.

President's Plane Lands At Big Base

SAIGON (UPI) — President Lyndon B. Johnson arrived here yesterday on the first official visit by an American president to Vietnam.

The president was greeted by a large crowd of people, including many women and children.

President Johnson traveled to Vietnam from the Philippines, where he met with South Vietnamese leaders.

Four Die In Holiday Accidents

City Trapped In Fusili Siege

In deadly and destructive violence, four persons were killed in a sectarian clash in the city of Saigon.

The deaths occurred in the city's worst explosion in recent months.

The blast was caused by a gas leak in a building on the outskirts of the city.

New Vietnam Map Coming In Journal

As a part of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization's efforts to improve communications, the Journal will publish a special section on the new map of Vietnam.

The map will cover the entire country and will be available to subscribers for a subscription fee.

President Johnson's Assasination

President Johnson was assassinated in Dallas on November 22, 1963.

The assassination took place on the steps of the Dallas police station.

The suspect, Lee Harvey Oswald, was later arrested and charged with the murder.

Destroyer Incident Probed

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The U.S. Navy is investigating a collision between a U.S. naval destroyer and a Vietnamese fishing boat.

The collision occurred in the South China Sea and resulted in damage to both vessels.

The Navy is conducting an investigation to determine the cause of the collision and to ensure the safety of all personnel involved.

The incident has raised concerns about tensions in the region and the potential for further conflict.
Dollar Slot Machine Yields To Inflation

GI Held in Stockade

90 Days; Probe Asked

DIE PROBED

Life Costs Climb Again

DOWNSTAIRS STORE

LADDIES 2 PC. KNIT SUITS

Long or Short Sleeves

Ribbed and Soft Knit

Eye-Pleasing Colors

WIRST SUTTON 2 FOR 39C

59C

LADIES QUILTED DUSTER

Sweatshirts - Sweatshirts - Patents - Colors

59C

LADIES WOOL "S" - "YOLON - "OBION

Edith Hanke - "YOLON - "OBION

1.50 a pair

LADIES WARM SLEEPWEAR

Sleepshirts - Sleepshirts - Sleepshirts

29c

LADIES BOOTS

Suede - Sheepskin - Patents - Colors

59c

HI-FASHION WIGS

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

America's favorite Christmas card

MAKE LAUNDERING A Pleasure

Island

FOR MOM WITH A GAS DRYER FROM

DICK CHRISTMAN

YOU GET A FREE TURKEY

with purchase of any gas dryer through Christmas

DID YOU KNOW

That Mom Will:

- Lift, pull, and tug over 6 TONS of clothes per year
- Bend up and down 43,000 times per year with a 30 lb. clothes basket in her hand.
- Clip and unclip clothes pins -8,000 times per year
- Drop 10,000 pieces of clothes on the ground per year
- Walk an extra 360 miles per year with a heavy clothes basket.

Take downs the clothes line and give Mom a break, give her a gas clothes dryer for Christmas, and Dick Christmas will give you a free turkey.

SHOP TODAY FROM

9:30 UNTIL

9"p.m.

NO DOWN PAYMENT

WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL

DICK CHRISTMAN'S PROFESSIONAL SERVICE WILL GIVE YOU FREE: Delivery and normal installation. FREE: 1 Year warranty. FREE - 1 Year Warranty On All Parts
OSU LOSES BY ONE; CHIEFS WIN
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Rams Battle Packers For Title

Broncos Battle Packers For Title

New Playoffs
Irk LA Coach

Boilermaker Sub Fuels
67-65 Win

Celt Rally Cools Off
Clinch Crown

Bruins Get
Now Gailie

Ohio State's
Rally Dumps
Buffalo, 71-69

Sawbuck's
On Rebound

Mathias Doubts
Negro Boycott

Miami Favored Over Buffs

Reflections Of A Too-Old Santa Claus

What's Christmas If You're Not Buying Toys?

Oklahoma Roundup

Salvage Crews Mop Up Train Wreck

Jury Indicts
Two Officials

U.S. Firm: No One-Sided Bombing Halts

5 Leave Catholic Priesthood In Oklahoma

Bond Keeps Her
American Stock Exchange

Mutual Funds

Funeral Saturday For Wreck Victim

Vital Statistics

Flowers For Patients

DIAL JOURNAL CLASSIFIED DIRECT

Go-getting Boys

WHAT's Missy's Whirl? Inexpensive Fun For Little Ones

Learn While You Earn!

'Comedians' Vivid Portrait

Influenza Siege Widens Over U.S.

Junior Achievers Going To Parley
Tinker To Get 109-Man Unit

By David M. Smith

The Oklahoma Aeronautics and Navigation Commission has given Tinker Air Force Base a 109-man unit to be used in the reactivation of the base. The command will probably operate the unit in conjunction with the DOD mission at Tinker.

The reactivation of the unit is expected to be completed by January 1, 1967. The DOD mission at Tinker, which includes the 325th Fighter Interceptor Squadron, is expected to be completed by the same date.

The 109-man unit will be used to provide personnel for the operation of the base. The unit will be commanded by Colonel J. E. Brown, who was previously the commander of the 325th Fighter Interceptor Squadron.

The reactivation of the unit is an important step in the revitalization of Tinker Air Force Base. The base has been closed since 1959 and has been used as a storage facility for aircraft.

On The Lookout

Starting reports and developing illegal applications are common occurrences in Oklahoma City police districts. Inclusion of the group, team member is director.

75 Volunteers Fight City Armed Robbers

By Bill Nance

A group of 75 volunteers have been formed by the Oklahoma City police department to help in the fight against crime in the city. The group, called the "Oklahoma City Fighting Thieves," has been formed to help the police department in their efforts to curb crime.

The volunteers are mainly business and professional men who live in the area. They have been trained in the use of firearms and are willing to help the police department in their efforts to keep the city safe.

The group meets on a regular basis and is under the direction of Captain John Brown, who is in charge of the fighting thieves.

Avoid the Rush—Call Today

Christmas Day is one of the busiest days of the year. Why not use your time to relax and enjoy the company of friends and family? Call us today and we'll take care of all your shopping needs.

G-E-X

Oklahoma City

for your shopping convenience
we will be open regular hours Sunday
from noon to 6 p.m.

We've still hundreds of gift cards for the "last minute" shopper - prices at exclusive savings!

and in the event we don't see you Sunday...

Merry Christmas to one and all!